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Abstract
In order to monitor sufﬁciently large areas of interest for surveillance or any event detection, we need to
look beyond stationary cameras and employ an automatically conﬁgurable network of non-overlapping cameras.
These cameras need not have an overlapping Field of View (FoV) and should be allowed to move freely in space.
Moreover, features like zooming in/out, readily available in security cameras these days, should be exploited in order
to focus on any particular area of interest if needed. In this paper, a practical framework is proposed to self-calibrate
dynamically moving and zooming cameras and determine their absolute and relative orientations, assuming that
their relative position is known. A global linear solution is presented for self-calibrating each zooming/focusing
camera in the network. After self-calibration, it is shown that only one automatically computed vanishing point and
a line lying on any plane orthogonal to the vertical direction is sufﬁcient to infer the dynamic network conﬁguration.
Our method generalizes previous work which considers restricted camera motions. Using minimal assumptions, we
are able to successfully demonstrate promising results on synthetic as well as on real data.
Index Terms
self-calibration, non-overlapping camera network, vanishing line, image of the absolute conic.
I. INTRODUCTION
T
HE main motivation for deploying networked cameras is that a single camera, even if allowed to
rotate or translate, is not sufﬁcient to cover a large area. Figure 1 shows an active example of a
conﬁguration where two ﬁxed cameras are monitoring one particular area. A more general case with a
wide range of applications is when the deployed disjoint FoV cameras may be allowed to move freely
in 3D space, e.g. on roaming security vehicles. By employing multiple cameras with non-overlapping
or disjoint FoV, we would like to maximize the monitoring area in addition to inferring the network
conﬁguration. By network conﬁguration we mean the absolute and the relative orientations of cameras in
the network assuming that their relative location is determined by either GPS or surveyed points in the 3D
world. We propose a framework for auto-conﬁguration of such a dynamic network, thereby obtaining the
dynamic geometry of the network along with self-calibrating each camera in the network. By conﬁguring
such a camera network we can (i) direct cameras to follow a particular object [1], (ii) calibrate cameras
so that the observations are more coordinated and perform measurements (with known scale) and possibly
construct a 3-D world model [2] [3], (iii) solve the camera hand-over problem i.e. establish correspondence
between tracked objects in different cameras (iv) generate image/video scene mosaic (v) infer network
topology [4], and (vi) build terrain model [5] or do spatial learning for navigation [6] [7].
A brief summary of related work is presented in the next subsection.
A. Related work and our approach
For a general conﬁguration, each camera in the network needs to be self-calibrated. The ﬁrst self-
calibration method, originally introduced in computer vision by Faugeras et al. [8] involves the use of
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Fig. 1. Two cameras in a network several blocks apart from each other.
the Kruppa equations. The Kruppa equations are two-view constraints that involve only the fundamental
matrix and the dual of the absolute conic. Based on these equations, Mendonc ¸a [9] introduced a built-in
method for the detection of critical motions for each pair of images in the sequence. An alternative direct
method for self-calibration was introduced by Triggs [10], which estimates the absolute dual quadric over
many views. Pollefeys et al. [11] developed a practical method for self-calibration of multiple cameras
with varying intrinsic parameters. Special motions can also be used for self-calibration. Agapito et al. [12]
and Seo and Hong [13] solved the self-calibration of a rotating and zooming camera using the inﬁnite
homography constraint. Before their work, Hartley [14] solved the special case where the camera’s internal
parameters remain constant throughout the sequence. Frahm and Koch [15] showed it was also possible
to solve the problem of generally moving camera with varying intrinsics but known rotation information.
Recently, tracking across multiple non-overlapping cameras, for video surveillance as well as topology
inference, has attracted considerable amount of attention. Makris et al. [16] estimate camera topology from
observations by assuming Gaussian transition distribution. Departures and arrivals within a chosen time
window are assumed to be corresponding. Recently, Tieu et al. [17] generalized the work in [16] to a multi-
modal transition distributions, and handled correspondences explicitly. Camera connectivity is formulated
in terms of statistical dependence, and uncertain correspondences are removed in a Bayesian manner.
Javed et al. [18] demonstrate that the brightness transfer functions from a given camera to another camera
lie in a low dimensional subspace. Their method learns this subspace of mappings for each pair of cameras
from the training data. Using the subspace of brightness transfer functions, the authors attempt to solve
the camera hand-over problem. Kang et al. [19] use an afﬁne transform between each consecutive pair of
images to stabilize moving camera sequences. A planar homography computed by point correspondences
is used to register stationary and moving cameras. Zhao et al. [20] formulate tracking in a uniﬁed mixture
model framework. Ground-based space-time cues are used to match trajectories of objects moving from
one camera to another. It is well known that due to perspective projection the measurements made from the
images do not represent metric data. Thus the obtained object trajectories and consequently the associated
probabilities, used in most of the work cited above, represent projectively distorted data, unless we have
a calibrated camera. For example, a person moving slowly but close to a camera induces large image
motion compared to person walking at a distance with a quicker pace. Also, appearance based features
exhibit undesirable results under varying lighting conditions. On the other hand, inter-camera relationships
can not be correctly established unless dynamic positions and orientations between cameras are known at
any point in time.
The most related work is that of Jaynes [21]. Assuming a common ground plane for all cameras,
relative rotation of each camera to the ground plane is computed independently. The motion trajectories
of objects tracked in each camera are then reprojected on to a plane in front of the camera frame in
order to compute corresponding unwarped trajectories. Camera-to-ground-plane rotation and plane-to-plane
transform computed from the matched trajectories is then used to compute relative transform between a
pair of cameras. This method assumes that all cameras are calibrated, requires motion trajectories on
objects, and each camera is considered to be stationary looking at a common ground plane.
We present a more general solution for registering a network of disjoint cameras. We do not assume
any special camera motion or known camera rotation matrix, as used by [11]–[15]. The problem is
solved in two steps. First, for each camera as a unit in the network, we present a global linear solution
for determining its variable intrinsic parameters. Thus, instead of relying only on the color features forSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 3
performing video surveillance or inferring network conﬁguration, computed metric information from the
calibrated cameras can be used to determine correct correspondences. This is referred to as the camera
hand-over problem (Section VI-D). Second, we present a novel technique to conﬁgure the network as a
whole. The target is that each calibrated camera should be able to communicate its intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters with other cameras in the network. We demonstrate that the vertical vanishing point and the
knowledge of a line in a plane orthogonal to the vertical direction is sufﬁcient to perform this task of
determining the extrinsic parameters, except for relative translation.
Our key contribution includes a linear solution for self-calibrating cameras undergoing general motion, a
method to compute the relative orientation between non-overlapping cameras using only vertical vanishing
point, and a novel approach to calculate the inﬁnite homography between a pair of cameras in the network.
As an application, we apply our method to conﬁgure a Mixed Reality(MR) environment and to solve the
camera hand-over problem.
A brief introduction to the concepts related to a pinhole camera is presented in Section II. Each camera
in the network is ﬁrst self-calibrated (Section III) by estimating the fundamental matrix between different
views captured from the same camera. The method to determine the orientations of the cameras in the
network is presented in Section IV. Singularities associated with the proposed method are discussed
in Section V. Experimental results for camera self-calibration and network conﬁguration as well as
applications are presented in Section (VI) before concluding.
II. SOME PRELIMINARIES
This section presents basic notations and deﬁnitions used in this paper.
Camera model: The projection of a 3D scene point X »
£
X Y Z 1
¤T onto a point in the image
plane x »
£
x y 1
¤T, for a perspective camera can be modeled by the central projection equation:
x » K
£
R j ¡ RC
¤
| {z }
P
X;K =
2
4
¸f ° uo
0 f vo
0 0 1
3
5 (1)
where » indicates equality up to a non-zero scale factor and C =
£
Cx Cy Cz
¤T represents camera
center. Here R = RxRyRz =
£
r1 r2 r3
¤
is the rotation matrix and ¡RC is the relative translation
between the world origin and the camera center. The upper triangular 3 £ 3 matrix K encodes the ﬁve
intrinsic camera parameters: focal length f, aspect ratio ¸, skew ° and the principal point at (uo;vo).
Non-linearities arising from lens distortions may be handled in many ways [22], [23].
Absolute conic and inﬁnite homography: The aim of camera calibration is to determine the calibration
matrix K. Instead of directly determining K, it is common practice (e.g. [12]) to compute the symmetric
matrix K¡TK¡1 or its inverse. In vision literature, the matrix ! = K¡TK¡1 is referred to as the Image
of the Absolute Conic (IAC) and its inverse !¤ as the dual IAC, which can be decomposed uniquely
using the Cholesky Decomposition to obtain K [24].
For a camera moving freely in 3D space, the relation between any two views is described by the
Fundamental matrix if the camera is translated between the views. The fundamental matrix maps a point
from camera i to a line in camera j and this relation can be represented as:
Fi;j = [e
0]£H
¼
i;j (2)
Thus Fi;j, the fundamental matrix, is determined by the cross product of the epipole e0 (left null space
of Fi;j) with the homography H¼
i;j induced by a plane ¼. The mapping of points from camera i to camera
j over the plane at inﬁnity ¼1 is given by:
H
1
i;j = KjRi;jK
¡1
i ; (3)
where Ri;j is the relative rotation between the cameras and H1
i;j is called the inﬁnite homography.SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 4
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Fig. 2. Illustration of two views from a camera: Two consecutive images from a camera contain an overlapping area. This overlapping
area can be used to obtain the fundamental matrix Fi;j, which relates a point in image Ij to a line in image Ii. As the internal parameters
change at each view, the absolute conic ! also changes.
III. CAMERA SELF-CALIBRATION
In this section, we present a novel linear solution to self-calibrate each camera in the network. Therefore,
this section applies to any single camera, not the network as a whole. The notation i and j represent any
two consecutive frames from a single camera.
Each camera in the network is allowed to vary its internal parameters by zooming in/out. As argued
by [11], [12], [25], [26], it is safe to assume zero skew, unit aspect ratio and principal point at the center
of an image for currently available CCD cameras. These general assumptions are used to estimate the
varying focal length.
Figure 2 depicts an illustration of two images taken from a camera. Generally, two consecutive images
from a camera contain some overlapping area. This overlapping area can be used to obtain the fundamental
matrix Fi;j, which relates a point in image Ij to a line in image Ii. As the internal parameters change at
each view, IAC ! also changes. Thus ! needs to be computed for each image of the camera.
A. Linear Solution with varying focal length
Consider an image sequence of n frames and let Ki be the intrinsic parameters for a camera at ith
frame, then the calibration matrix is of the form:
Ki =
2
4
fi 0 0
0 fi 0
0 0 1
3
5
where ° = 0;¸ = 1;(uo = 0;vo = 0).
For a freely moving camera, the fundamental matrix can be easily obtained from successive frames and
is thus frequently used for self-calibration, as in the case of Kruppa equations [8]. In order to deal with
noise in an image, many techniques exist to robustly estimate the fundamental matrix [27], [28]. Once
the fundamental matrix is computed between two different views i and j of a camera, we have (see [9],
[8]):
Fi;j!
¤
iF
T
i;j » [e
0]£!
¤
j[e
0]£; (4)
where !¤
i and !¤
j represent the dual IAC for two different views, i and j, respectively. If the in-
trinsic parameters remain constant over different views then !¤
i = !¤
j and Eq. (4) can be expressed as
Fi;j!¤
iFT
i;j » [e0]£!¤
i[e0]£.
Eq. (4) amounts to 3 linearly independent equations with an unknown scale, allowing for the symmetry
and rank deﬁciency. Eq. (4) is not in a form that can be easily applied and traditional methods cross
multiply to eliminate the unknown scale ( [9], [29]). Instead of taking this approach, we directly solve
for the unknown scale involved in the three equations obtained from Eq. (4).SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 5
For a camera with unknown focal length, !¤ for the jth frame is given as:
!
¤
j =
2
4
Wj 0 0
0 Wj 0
0 0 ®j
3
5 (5)
where Wj = ®jf2
j . The the unknown scale, i.e. ®j, is different for every image pair. For !¤
i, the left
hand side of Eq. (4), the unknown scale is normalized to 1. Hence for a pair of images the three unknowns
are ®j;Wi and Wj.
For any Ki Eq. (4) gives us only three equations to solve for the three unknowns, owing to rank
deﬁciency and symmetry. We formulate the problem as:
Ai;jYi;j = Bi;j where Yi;j =
£
Wi Wj ®j
¤T (6)
and Ai;j is a 3 £ 3 matrix containing the coefﬁcients of Wi;Wj and ®j; and Bi;j contains the known
Fi;j and [e0]£. From the solution vector Yi;j, the intrinsic parameters for each view can be obtained as:
fi =
q
Yi;j(1); fj =
q
Yi;j(2)=®j; ®j = Yi;j(3)
A global solution for computing intrinsic parameters for a varying focal length camera over k frames
is given by cascading the above equation into:
2
6 6 6
4
Ai;j 0 ¢¢¢
0 Ai+1;j+1 ¢¢¢
. . .
...
. . .
0 0 Ai+k;j+k
3
7 7 7
5
| {z }
A
2
6 6 6
4
Yi;j
Yi+1;j+1
. . .
Yi+k;j+k
3
7 7 7
5
| {z }
Y
=
2
6 6 6
4
Bi;j
Bi+1;j+1
. . .
Bi+k;j+k
3
7 7 7
5
| {z }
B
(7)
Eq. (7) computes a linear solution for an entire image sequence, which is fairly efﬁcient and easy to
implement. If the intrinsic parameters do not vary, Eq. (7) can be reformulated so that it becomes an
over-determined system. This system of equations can then be solved using least squares method for the
entire image sequence. Degenerate conﬁgurations for self-calibration methods are numerous and it is out
of the scope of the current work to elaborate on various such conﬁgurations. See [29], [30] for detailed
discussion on critical motion sequences that result in degenerate conditions.
B. Varying focal length with unknown ¸
In the previous section we assumed that the aspect ratio (¸) is unity. Practically, ¸ remains unchanged
for any single camera through its life span. Eq. (4) can be extended to solve for an unknown ¸ by selecting
a reference frame q. Three images i.e. two instances of Eq. (4) are sufﬁcient to solve for six unknowns.
Eq. (4) for an image j with respect to the reference frame q can be expressed as:
Fq;j
2
4
¸Wq 0 0
0 Wq 0
0 0 1
3
5FT
q;j » [e0]£
2
4
¸Wj 0 0
0 Wj 0
0 0 ®j
3
5[e0]£ (8)
Thus the ﬁrst pair introduces four unknowns (¸;Wq;Wj;®j) and every subsequent frame introduces only
2 unknowns (unknown scale and new focal length). Once ¸ is determined non-linearly, it is substituted
into Eq. (4) for improving the estimated focal length. Eq. (4) can not be used to solve for any more
unknown intrinsics parameters (see [29]).
An obvious advantage of the above linear solution is its simplicity and computational efﬁciency, making
it suitable for many real time applications.SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 6
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Fig. 3. A typical conﬁguration (a) Dynamic Epipolar Geometry: ﬁgure demonstrates a dynamic camera network where each camera is
moving with respect to itself and with respect to all the cameras in the network thereby inducing a different epiploar geometry at each time
instance. For a camera i at any time instance t, its center is labeled as C
t
i. The camera can be looking at a planar as well as non planar
scene while translating and rotating. Each camera has an associated FoV and all the cameras in the network have disjoint FoVs. The relative
orientation between cameras is denoted by R
t
i;j and the translation by T
t
i;j. (b) shows an instance of the dynamic epipolar geometry. The
ﬁgure contains two cameras having disjoint FoVs with some rotation and translation between each camera.
Fig. 4. A Network of Cameras: The ﬁgure shows a general view of the network where each camera may be mounted on a moving platform
while detecting/tracking objects.
IV. CONFIGURATION OF NETWORKED CAMERAS
In Section III, we addressed the problem of self-calibrating each camera in the network. Our goal in
this section is to demonstrate that one can establish a common world reference frame to recover absolute
camera orientations even with non-overlapping FoVs. The key to establishing a common reference frame
is the fact that all cameras share the same plane at inﬁnity and, in our case, also the same vertical vanishing
point. In addition, we require a line to be visible in each image in order to completely determine the
orientation between the cameras with disjoint FoV. The lines in each image need not to be parallel in the
world; orthogonal lines can be used as well (explanation follows in the next subsection).
Assuming that each camera as a unit has been calibrated in the network using the method described
in Section III, we would like the entire camera network to recover its own conﬁguration. That is, each
camera should learn its relative orientation with respect to every other camera.
Figure IV(a) shows a typical conﬁguration of a camera network. Cameras are moving freely in space,
inducing a unique epipolar geometry at each time instance. For any camera i at time instance t, its center
is labeled as Ct
i. Figure 4 shows a broader picture of the camera network. Each camera is mounted on a
moving or a stationary platform while varying its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Each camera has an
associated FoV and all the cameras in the network have disjoint FoVs. The relative orientation between
cameras at any time instance t is denoted by Rt
i;j and the relative translation by Tt
i;j. We assume that
the relative translations Tt
i;j can be computed either by a set of surveyed points in the scene, or given by
GPS. From here on we omit the superscript t to keep the notation simple.
A. Relative orientation estimation using vanishing points
Vertical vanishing point (vi
z) [31] can be readily obtained from most naturally occurring or man-made
scenes, e.g. scenes containing buildings or other structures. Similarly, people or objects in the FoV of eachSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 7
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Fig. 5. Views from two non-overlapping cameras: A pair of parallel lines intersect l1 at a vanishing point v
i
x in the left image and v
j
x in
the right image, respectively. Above, the vanishing line for each view is drawn in black while the parallel lines, an example of case 1, are
drawn in green. The green line in each view intersect the vanishing line at a point. This point is the corresponding vanishing point between
the two views. As an example for case 2, the blue line in right image is orthogonal to the green line in the left image. Red color is selected
to denote lines used for estimating the vertical vanishing point.
camera can be used to determine vi
z. Several researchers [32], [33] and recently we presented a method
[34] where motion of a tracked pedestrian is used to obtain the vertical vanishing point. For a camera i at
any time instance, given a vertical vanishing point vi
z, the vanishing line li
1 can be determined by using
the pole-polar relationship [29]:
l
i
1 = !iv
i
z (9)
li
1 intersects the IAC !i at two complex points called the circular points.
In addition, we require that a line be visible in each image. This line can lie on any plane that is
orthogonal to the vertical direction, and may be speciﬁed either by the user, extracted by registering
to architectural plans or maps, or determined by other vision-based methods [35] [36]. For example,
checkered tiles on the ﬂoor, or brick lining on the wall, or other lines abundant in indoor and outdoor
setting, can be used to serve our purpose. Two situations, simpliﬁed to two-image cases, can occur with
such a conﬁguration, as shown in Figure 5:
1 When the visible lines are parallel to each other in world: In this case, intersection of the
imaged line, li, with the li
1 yields a vanishing point orthogonal to vi
z:
v
i
x » li £ l
i
1 (10)
where vi
x, without loss of generality, is taken as the vanishing point along the x-axis for an
image i.
2 When the visible lines are perpendicular to each other in world: The intersection of the
imaged line with the line at inﬁnity yields vanishing point in each image that represent mutually
orthogonal directions in the world. In addition to Eq. 10, for the second image (j) we get:
v
j
y » lj £ l
j
1 (11)
As an example for case 1 (cf. Figure 5), note that li (i.e. green line) is visible in the left image and
lj (i.e. green line) is visible in the right image only (since we are dealing with non-overlapping FOV).
But since li and lj are parallel in the world, they intersect at vi
x and vj
x , respectively. These two points
are the corresponding vanishing points in the two views. As an example for case 2, the blue line in right
image is orthogonal to the green line (li) in the left image, hence the vanishing point vj
y is orthogonal to
the vanishing point vi
x.
Absolute rotation w.r.t. the world reference frame: Given two vanishing points vi
x and vi
z from each
view of a single camera, the rotation of camera i with respect to a common world coordinate system can
be computed as:
r3 = §
K¡1
i vi
z
kK¡1
i vi
zk
; r1 = §
K¡1
i vi
x
kK¡1
i vi
xk
; r2 =
r3 £ r1
kr3 £ r1k
; (12)SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 8
where r1;r2 and r3 represent three columns of the rotation matrix. The sign ambiguity can be resolved
by the cheirality constraint [29] or by known world information, like the maximum rotation possible for
the camera.
Relative orientation is obtained from the obtained absolute orientation for each camera view. Care must
be taken in using Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). Based on the obtained vanishing points (vy or vx), appropriate
equations from Eq. (12) must be selected for determining the absolute orientations.
B. Alternate Solution: Relative rotation estimation using inﬁnite homography relationship
An alternate solution is to use the inﬁnite homography. A rotating and/or a zooming camera induces
an inﬁnite homography H1
i;j, which relates two cameras i and j via the plane at inﬁnity (¦1). For such
a case, inﬁnite homography may be calculated directly from point or line correspondences using Eq.
(3) using the method described in [12] (see [37], [38] for more on pose estimation). But for a camera
undergoing a general motion the correspondences can not be obtained as the FoV is disjoint. However,
by determining points or lines lying on ¦1 it is possible to estimate H1
i;j from such ideal point/line
correspondences. The idea is as follows: Eq. (3) should be simpliﬁed so that instead of solving for H1
i;j,
we only solve for the relative rotation matrix Ri;j between two cameras i and j.
Any point, let us say vi
x, lying on li
1, for a camera i satisﬁes the orthogonality constraint viT
x !ivi
z = 0.
Thus vi
x is chosen as a vanishing point orthogonal to vi
z. Any such point in camera i is transformed via
¦1 to a point vj
x on another camera j as:
H
1
i;jv
i
x » v
j
x; (13)
and similarly
H
1
i;jv
i
z » v
j
z; (14)
where H1
i;j is the inﬁnite homography between camera i and j; and vi
x is obtained from the method
described in the last subsection.
We need more constraints if we are to solve for a general H1
i;j as it contains 8 unknowns (nine minus
the scale). However, we only need to compute the relative orientation Ri;j between each camera since
the calibration matrix for each camera is already computed. Therefore, Eq.(14) can be simpliﬁed to:
KjRi;jK
¡1
i v
i
z » v
j
z
or Ri;jr
i
3 » r
j
3 (15)
where rs
3=
K¡1
s vs
z
kK¡1
s vs
zk with s=fi;jg. The third column of the rotation matrix thus computed can provide
two unknown angles for each camera as follows.
µ
s
y = sin
¡1(r
s
3(1)) and µ
s
x =
sin¡1(rs
3(2))
cos(µs
y)
Eq.(13) is also simpliﬁed to:
Ri;jK
¡1
i v
i
x » K
¡1
j v
j
x (16)
where Ki and Kj are the computed calibration matrices for camera i and j, respectively.
The third angle, µs
z for each camera need not be computed explicitly in order to get the relative rotation
between cameras. The relative rotation matrix is simpliﬁed to,
Ri;j = RxjRyjRzjR
T
ziR
T
yiR
T
xi
or Ri;j = RxjRyjRzijR
T
yiR
T
xi (17)SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 9
where RxiRyiRzi represents rotation around x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively, for a camera i.
Replacing sine and cosine with unknown x and y respectively, we solve Eq. (17) linearly w.r.t. x and
y. Scale ambiguity is removed by taking the cross ratio of the left and right hand side of Eq. (17) while
substituting Rxi;Ryi;RT
yj and RT
xj with the angles calculated above. Singular Value Decomposition is
applied to obtain the unknown relative angle µzij. Knowing all the angles allows us to recover relative
orientation between each pair of cameras in the network.
The two methods described above require same information i.e. vx and vz, and provide similar results.
The methods are indeed alternate: in ﬁrst method the relative camera orientations is obtained from absolute
camera orientation whereas in the second method we directly solve for the relative rotation matrix Ri;j.
For experimental validation, the method described in Subsection IV-A is chosen due to its simplicity.
V. SINGULARITIES
The camera or network calibration algorithms, like any other algorithms, have singularities. This is also
often referred to as degenerate conﬁgurations by some researchers. It is important to be aware of such
situations in order to get an insight into the problem and obtain reliable results.
By degenerate conﬁgurations we mean situations where a particular camera motion does not result in
any constraint on the camera intrinsics. For example, [39] shows that it is possible to obtain a closed-form
solution for the only unknown f for a fronto-parallel or panning conﬁguration of a rotating camera. But
it is not possible to obtain a closed-form solution for ¸ when f;¸ are unknown parameters for a panning
camera. Note that for rotating ﬁxed cameras or freely moving cameras it is always favorable to have large
rotations. If there is no rotation between views then the Kruppa equations do not provide any constraint
on !¤
i as for such case F = [e0]£ and the equation is reduced to [e0]£!¤
i[e0]£ » [e0]£!¤
i[e0]£.
It is beyond the scope of the current work to expound on all degenerate conﬁgurations for self-
calibration. Therefore, we only focus on critical conﬁguration for one (f) or two parameters (f;¸)
estimations. Zisserman et al. [30] examine ambiguities arising from motions with single direction of the
rotation axis when all the parameters are unknown but constant. When the axis of rotation is perpendicular
to the image plane, speciﬁed skew, principal point and aspect ration are not sufﬁcient to remove the
ambiguity. For variable focal length cameras, [40] derives conditions under which it is not possible to
calculate the value of f. He shows that critical conﬁguration arises when: optical centers of stereo cameras
are collinear, optical centers lie on ellipse/hyperbola pair, or when the optical axes are parallel. Kahl et
al. [41] generalize [40] to include cases when other parameters vary as well and show that criticality is
independent of the values of the intrinsic camera parameters. For methods based on Kruppa’s equations,
when only f is unknown, motions are critical iff the optical axes of the two cameras intersect or when
the optical axes planes are orthogonal.
We now consider critical conﬁguration for the method described in Section IV. We showed that it
is possible to determine absoulte/relative rotations for cameras comprising a network and that only one
vanishing point is required. Critical conﬁguration occurs only when we are unable to determine the
vanishing point for image sequences. Projection of the vertical vanishing point is given as:
vz »
2
4
¸f 0 0
0 f 0
0 0 1
3
5
2
4
r1 r2 r3 tx
r4 r5 r6 ty
r7 r8 r9 tz
3
5
2
6
6
4
0
0
1
0
3
7
7
5
T
(18)
or vz »
£
fr3 fr6 r9
¤T ; (19)
assuming known aspect ratio (¸). Degenerate conﬁguration occurs when:
1) r9 = cosµx cosµy = 0: This happens when either µx = 90± and µy = 90±. This is the case when our
camera viewing direction is perpendicular to the vertical direction (Z).SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 10
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Fig. 6. Performance of the self-calibration method VS. noise level in pixels: (a) The relative error of the ﬁxed focal length when the noise
is increased up to 2:5 pixels is plotted in blue, while the relative error when the focal length randomly changes between views is plotted in
green. (b) Depicts the relative error of the aspect ratio relative to the focal length when f remains ﬁxed. (c) Relative error in f estimation
when the used number of views increase. The more views we use, the lesser the error rate.
2) vz =
£
0 0 0
¤T i.e. µx = 90± and µy = 0±: This situation occurs when camera is located on the
vertical axis with viewing direction perpendicular to the x¡y plane. In this case vz coincides with
the principal point (since our principal point is at (0;0) ).
3) f ¡! 1: The camera becomes an instance of afﬁne camera. In such a conﬁguration it is not
possible to measure any vanishing points as parallel lines are invariant under afﬁne transformations.
An example would be that of distant aerial imagery.
Although of signiﬁcant theoretical importance, the above cases do not commonly occur in general
settings.
VI. APPLICATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section we present some experimental results on synthetic as well as on real data.
A. Evaluating the self-Calibration
Synthetic Data: In order to validate the robustness of the proposed self-calibration method, a point cloud
of 1000 points [12] was generated inside a unit cube to determine point correspondences. The synthetic
camera parameters were chosen as: f = 1000;¸ = 1;° = uo = vo = 0. Gaussian noise with zero mean
and standard deviation of ¾ · 3 was added to the data points used for computing the fundamental matrix.
Rotation and translation between views was chosen subjectively to avoid degenerate conﬁgurations. As
argued by [25], [42], the relative difference with respect to the focal length rather than the absolute error
is a more geometrically meaningful error measure. Therefore, we measure the relative error of estimated
f with respect to true f while varying the noise level from 0:01 to 3 pixels. For each noise level, we
performed 1000 independent trials and the results are shown in Figure 6.
The relative error in f increases almost linearly with respect to the noise level, as shown in Figure 6(a).
For a maximum noise of 3 pixels, we found that the error was under 9%. The blue curve in the ﬁgure
depicts the relative error when f was kept constant. We also test the proposed method for the case
when f is varying randomly between the views, depicted by the green curve in Figure 6(a). For aspect
ratio(¸), we measure the relative error w.r.t. itself (cf. Figure 6(b)), which is less than 0:25%. Relative
error in estimating f (when the noise is ﬁxed to 1:5 pixels) compared to the number of views used for
the estimation is plotted in Figure 6(c). The relative error reduces as the number of the views increase.
Real Data: Using the method described in Section III-A, we tested the proposed camera calibration
algorithm on a number of sequences. In the ﬁrst data set, two cameras, labeled l and r, are located on the
second and third ﬂoor of a building monitoring a lobby entrance. The cameras are zooming in/out while
translating and rotating at the same time. The height and motion of each camera is subjectively selected
to allow observation of the speciﬁed area. We compared our method to the standard three parameterSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 11
View Our Method Compared Method
Figure 12(a) (left) 3048.77 3290.36
Figure 12(b) (left) 1590.24 1766.74
Figure 12(b) (right) 3000.35 3350.17
Figure 12(a) (right) 2598.47 2482.24
TABLE I
COMPUTED FOCAL LENGTH FROM OUR METHOD COMPARED WITH VANISHING POINTS BASED CALIBRATION TECHNIQUE.
f = 1146:01 f = 843:92 f = 1184:21 f = 1723:93
Fig. 7. Four instances from a video sequence taken from a road while looking at some houses.
(a)f = 2067:1957 (b) f = 2074:483
Fig. 8. (a) Two of the many images taken from a camera inside a lab, with lines used for computing the vertical vanishing
points superimposed.
estimation technique using three orthogonal vanishing points [29]. Results obtained from the two methods
are compared in Table I and the images used are shown in Figure 12. The results obtained from the two
methods are comparable to each other.
The second data set consist of a zooming in/out video taken from a driving car while looking at some
houses. Figure 7 depicts four such instances from the sequences taken from a camera different from the
one used in above data set. The focal length for each instance is shown below each image of Figure 7.
Another set of test data is shown in Figure 8. The camera in this situation has ﬁxed focal length. The
ﬁgure shows only two images from the dataset with computed focal lengths.
B. Inferring dynamic network geometry
Synthetic Data: We rigourously test the proposed method for estimating the relative angles between
different cameras. Hundred vertical lines of random length and random location are generated to approxi-
mate the vertical vanishing points. Similarly, we chose hundred points (arbitrary number) to represent the
line (li) which is visible in image i (see Section IV). We gradually add a Gaussian noise with ¹ = 0 and
¾ · 3 to the data points making up the vertical lines. Vertical vanishing point is obtained using SVD on
the vertical lines. Similarly, SVD is applied to the points making up li to obtain the point of intersection
of li and l1
i . Translation and rotation are selected subjectively to avoid degenerate conﬁgurations. While
varying the noise from 0:1 to 3 pixel level, we perform 1000 independent trials for each noise level, the
results are shown in Figure 9. The absolute error is found to be less than 1:2± for the maximum noise
of 3 pixel in our tests using both the methods described in Section IV-A and Section IV-B as shown in
Figure 9.
Real Data-Using PTZ Camera for ground-truth: In order to obtain ground truth for relative camera
rotations, we employ a SONYr SNC-RZ30N PTZ cameras. The purpose of this demonstration is to
verify the accuracy and applicability of the proposed method. The outline of the test sequence is shown inSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 12
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Fig. 10. Outline map of the test sequence setup. Two cameras, initially with orthogonal FoV, are translated and rotated. A camera is
represented by C
k
i , where k is a camera label and i is a frame or an instance number. See text for more details.
Figure 10. Two PTZ cameras are used for the demonstration. The cameras are represented by Ck
i , where
k is a camera label and i is a frame number.
Some of the images from the test sequence are shown in Figure 11. The top row of Figure depicts
images from camera 1, while the bottom from camera 2. The ground truth rotation for the shown images
is known by controlling the PTZ cameras.. Self-calibration is performed on the sequence and the results
are shown below the images in Figure 11. The fundamental matrix is computed between consecutive
frames obtained from each single camera to determine the calibration matrix. The computed fundamental
matrix is decomposed to obtain the relative translation and relative rotation between the two frames. The
technique presented by [43] automatically detects scene features that can be used to robustly compute the
fundamental matrix. If the scene contains moving objects, the vertical vanishing point can be obtained
automatically, as demonstrated by [33], [34] and Lv et al. [32]. As reported by Zhang [25], the mean
of the estimated focal length is taken as the ground truth and the standard deviation as a measure of
uncertainty in the results. Thus, with a low standard deviation ¾ = 32:05, f is determined to be 1139:50.
As is evident from Sections IV, the most difﬁcult angle to obtain is the relative µz (we omit superscripts
ij), as it can not be obtained from vz alone. Therefore, we set up the experiment to vary µz. Initially,
the two cameras are separated by an angle of µz = 90±(pan angle) i.e. for C1
1 vs. C2
1 (see Figure 10).
While translating, the cameras are rotated by some known angle. The images shown in Figure 11 are
selected such that the rotation angle between different instances/frames is µz = 15±(an arbitrary angle).
For example, the difference between the orientation of C1
2 and C1
1 is µz = 15±. After self calibration, the
method described in Section IV-A is used to obtain the relative camera orientation. The obtained results
are presented in Table II.
Table II compares the obtained ^ µz with the ground truth µz. Each column of the table represents anSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 13
Camera # 1-Estimated f(left to right): 1091:14;1135:35;1155:76;1162:52;1113:01;1124:15
Camera # 2-Estimated f(left to right): 1121:14;1124:35;1103:436;1181:191;1190:05;1171:96
Fig. 11. Some images from a test sequence using two cameras. The cameras are translated as well as rotated. The green line indicate the
knowledge of a line in world. In this particular case, the line in one camera is orthogonal to the corresponding line in the second camera.
CAMERA # 1
C
A
M
E
R
A
 
#
 
2
C1
1 C1
2 C1
3 C1
4 C1
5 C1
6
(µz; ^ µz) (µz; ^ µz) (µz; ^ µz) (µz; ^ µz) (µz; ^ µz) (µz; ^ µz)
C2
1 (90±;90:66±) (105±;100:59±) (120±;117:6±) (135±;132:22±) (150±;150:94±) (165±;157:56±)
C2
2 * (90±;96:91±) (105±;113:92±) (120±;124:54±) (135±;137:26±) (150±;153:89±)
C2
3 * * (90±;92:69±) (105±;108:29±) (120±;123:02±) (135±;133:64±)
C2
4 * * * (90±;96:56±) (105±;111:91±) (120±;121:53±)
C2
5 * * * * (90±;88:26±) (105±;103:82±)
C2
6 * * * * * (90±;89:64±)
TABLE II
GROUND TRUTH µz VS. ESTIMATED ^ µz: COLUMN REPRESENT CAMERA # 1 DENOTED BY C1
i , AND ROWS REPRESENT CAMERA # 2 DENOTED BY
C2
i . SINCE THE ORIENTATION BETWEEN CAMERAS IS SYMMETRIC(ONLY A SIGN CHANGE), VALUES OF THE LOWER LEFT TRIANGLE OF THE TABLE ARE
DENOTED BY *.
instance from camera 1, while each row represents an instance from camera two. For example, intersection
of row 3 and column 3 represented the orientation between 3rd frame/instance of each camera C1
3 and C2
3.
Since the relative rotation between two cameras is symmetric, we denote the lower left triangle of the
table by *. The mean error in estimated angle and the standard deviation is found to be 3:53± and 2:5,
respectively, which is very low.
Errors can be attributed to many factors. Main source of error in a PTZ camera is the radial distortion,
as visible in the test images. Another important factor is the inherent error present in localizing pixels for
determining vanishing points.
Real Data-Moving Cameras: For further experimental validation, two sequences of real data were
obtained from two pairs of moving cameras ﬁtted with GPS receivers. GPS data is required to pinpoint
exact camera location allowing us to compute the translation between each camera. Unlike the results
demonstrated in the previous subsection, the ground-truth is not available for this experimentation and
visual inspection is the only goodness of measure.
The data was collected over a long period of time and two instance from the ﬁrst sequence are shown
in Figure 12. We use the same camera setup as described in Section IV(cf. Figure IV). The left camera is
denoted by its center Cl and the right camera is denoted by Cr, omitting the superscript used to indicate
different time instances. Using computed vanishing points, inter-camera rotation matrix Rl;r is computed,
which is then used to compute the H1
i;j. The resulting angles obtained are presented in Table III (row
1 and 2). Figure 12(c) and Figure12d render the recovered network geometry, which is intended to help
visualize the obtained results; and the rendered scene images are only texture maps and do not depict theSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 14
(a) A view from two neighboring cameras (b) A view from two neighboring cameras
(c) Recovered 3D Geometry of cameras (d) Recovered 3D Geometry of cameras
Fig. 12. (a) and (b) are views taken from two disjoint FoV cameras looking at a lobby entrance. The two cameras are free to rotating and
translating. The 3D rendering in (c) and (d) demonstrates the computed dynamic geometry of the network. This network geometry is unique
at each instance of time.
(a) Neighboring Cameras (b) Recovered 3D Geometry (c) Neighboring Cameras (d) Recovered 3D Geometry
Fig. 13. (a) and (c) are instances from a data sequence looking from inside a hallway. The two cameras have disjoint FoV as they are
looking in almost opposite direction. At each time instance the camera network has a unique geometry. The 3D rendering in (b) and (d)
only demonstrates the computed dynamic geometry of the network and the images inside the rendering do not represent registered images.
actual image registration.
The second data sequence contains cameras looking in opposite directions in a hallway. Instances of
this data sequence are shown in Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(c). The cameras are in continuous motion at
every time instance; the network geometry is rendered in Figure 13(b) and Figure 13d. Generally, scenes
containing abundant architectural structures are well desirable if we are to compute the vanishing points.
The rotation angles calculated from the second data sets are presented in row 3 and 4 of table III. Since
the cameras are looking in opposite direction, µx is close to ¡180o.
The errors could be attributed to several sources. Besides noise, non-linear distortion and imprecision
of the extracted features, one source is the causal experimental setup using minimal information, which
is deliberately targeted for a wide spectrum of applications. Despite all these factors, our experiments
indicate that the proposed algorithm provides good results.
SPECIAL CASE - PURE ROTATION: As described in Section III, the proposed self-calibration
method is based on the Kruppa equations. However, these equations rely on accurate estimation of the
fundamental matrix. For a special case when no translation occurs, the fundamental matrix degenerates
and our self-calibration technique would not be applicable.
In order to self-calibrate a pure rotating camera, without loss of generality, the projection matrix for
the ﬁrst view can be formulated as Pi = Ki[Rij0], where the translation ti = ¡RiC = 0. The projectionSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 15
Views Recovered Relative Rotation (µ
ij
x ;µ
ij
y ;µ
ij
z ) in degrees
Figure 12(a) (12.84, 11.56, 44.99)
Figure 12(b) (13.58, 13.51, 134.99)
Figure 13(a) (-154.25, -1.04, 45.04)
Figure 13(c) (-176.42, -1.7, 94.96)
Figure 8 (9.53, 3.748, -86.22)
TABLE III
EXTERNAL PARAMETERS OBTAINED FROM TEST DATASET.
(a) Ground Truth Angles (5±;0±;65±) : Calculated Angles (5:41±;0:261±;64:04±)
(b) Ground Truth Angles (11±;0±;55±) : Calculated Angles (16:81±;1:82±;58:95±)
(c) Ground Truth Angles (0±;0±;80±) : Calculated Angles (1:08±;1:79±;78:15±)
(d) Ground Truth Angles (10±;0±;45±) : Calculated Angles (15:04±;0:73±;44:8184±)
Fig. 14. Four of the many test sequences taken from a PTZ camera. The ground truth relative rotation angles are compared to the obtained
rotation angles. Green line indicates a common lines parallel in real world) while the lines used to compute the vertical vanishing point are
drawn in red.
of any scene point X onto an image plane is expressed as x = KiRiX.
For a scene point projected onto two different images, a 2D projective transformation Hi;j relates the
corresponding points as xj = Hi;jxi, where Hi;j = KjRi;jK
¡1
i . This 2D projective transformation maybe
calculated directly from point or line correspondences between images.
Using the property R = R¡T, the deﬁnition of Hi;j leads to some constraints on the IAC:
(KjK
T
j ) = Hi;j(KiK
T
i )H
T
i;j (20)
where !j = (KjKT
j )¡1 and !i = (KiKT
i )¡1. Linear constraints on the unknowns of ! are obtained by
further assuming zero skew and unit aspect ratio. See [12], [44] for further details and discussions about
calibrating rotating and zooming cameras.SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 16
Ground Truth (0±;0±;55±) : Calculated Angles (1:08±;3:78±;54:49±)
Fig. 15. A test sequence taken from a PTZ camera with people walking. The ground truth relative rotation angles are compared to the
obtained rotation angles. See text for more details.
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Fig. 16. Intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters when the principal points is not exactly at the center of the image.
Some test sequences are performed for this special case of camera motion. Four of the test cases are
shown in Figure 14. The ground-truth relative rotation angles are compared to the obtained relative rotation
angles. Two PTZ cameras are used for this sequence. The lines which are parallel in the world are drawn
in green, while the lines used for the vertical vanishing point are drawn in red. After self-calibrating each
rotating camera, as described above, the angles are estimated as described in Section IV. The estimated
rotation angles are shown below the ﬁgure. Another set of a test sequence captured with a PTZ camera
is shown in Figure 15. Here pedestrians are walking in the FoV of each camera. Different frames are
supperimposed on one image as shown in the Figure. The method proposed by Lv et al. [32] is used to
extract the vertical vanishing point. The results obtained are very encouraging and close to the ground
truth.
Effect of Principal Point on Camera Parameters: The proposed method assumes the principal point
is located at the center of an image. The image is then transformed so that the principal point lies at (0;0).
Although this is a very reasonable assumption for currently available cameras, we analyze the effect of
deviation from this assumption on both intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters.
A random Gaussian noise of ¹ = 0 and ¾ = 9 pixel was introduced to a point cloud containing 250
points. The error curves for the obtained focal length f;µx;µy and µz are shown in Figure.16. The error
curves for all the estimated parameters are near linear. For a displacement of 9 pixels off the image center,
the relative error in f is close to 0:03% (cf. Figure 16). Similarly, the absolute errors for µx;µy and µz
are also very small, see Figure 16(b) and Figure 16(c), respectively. Thus a displaced principal point does
not signiﬁcantly affect the proposed method.
C. Application to MR Environment
A Mixed Reality (MR) system combines the real scene viewed by the user/agent and the virtual
scene generated by the computer that augments the scene with some additional information. In order
to successfully accomplish this task, the position and orientation of each user is tracked by the means
of inertial sensors attached to the video see-through head mounted displays (HMDs) in a controlled MR
environment. See [45] for pose estimation in an augmented/mixed reality scenario. Figure 17(a)(b) showsSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 17
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 17. (a) shows a general setup of a MR environment. (b) is a picture taken of a user with an HMD mounted on his head.
(c) Instances of the test data set. These images are taken from HMDs mounted on two users. See text for details.
images of such a scenario. A video see-through HMD consist of small mounted cameras that capture the
surrounding environment. On the inside of the HMD, the captured video is played to the user in real-
time possibly with some virtual information. While sufﬁcient for indoors, this approach is not feasible
for outdoor scenarios. The reason is that active tracking sensors (transmitter, receiver) systems are not
portable and can only operate indoor under ﬁxed and expensive setups. The cost involved is very high.
Since HMDs contain mounted cameras, henceforth we simply use camera when referring to a HMD.
In order to successfully merge virtual information with real, each user’s position and orientation has to
be tracked continuously. For our experiments, we had two users wearing Canon Coastar video see-through
Head-Mounted Displays HMDs walk in a family size room equipped with Polhemus magnetic tracker
and an Intersense IS-900/PC hybrid acoustical/inertial tracker. In order to verify our method we compute
the absolute rotation of each HMD w.r.t. the world co-ordinate system. We compared our results with
the ground-truth from active sensors. Absolute orientation angles were obtained at each instance for each
HMD. A long data sequence was used for testing and a few instances are shown in Figure 17(c). Table IV
presents the absolute error in degree (µx,µy,µz) for each instance. The results are encouraging and angles
are very close to the ground truth. For our dataset, we found the mean error to be 2:06± degrees with
standard deviation of 1:87±.
Instance # Error (µx) Error (µy) Error (µz)
1 2.13 0.747 1.9
2 2.09 0.868 2.25
3 1.735 0.17 2.34
4 2.18 0.133 2.47
5 1.35 0.228 2.57
6 2.15 0.148 2.66
7 2.047 0.48 2.74
8 0.808 0.39 2.76
9 0.32 3.71 1.38
10 1.78 2.51 1.79
11 3.82 0.9 2.49
12 4.8 3.35 2.16
13 1.87 1.36 1.25
14 0.16 2.72 3.55
TABLE IV
ERROR IN DEGREE FOR THE ANGLES CALCULATED. SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS.
D. Application to object hand-over across multiple cameras
Solving the object hand-over problem is vital for any multi-camera video surveillance system. Most
techniques that track objects across multiple non-overlapping cameras rely on appearance-based features
for determining correct correspondences across cameras. An example of such a situation is shown in
Figure 18. Two cameras, A and B, mounted outdoor and indoor respectively, monitor people walkingSUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 18
(a) Outdoor camera A (b) Indoor camera B
(c) Obji (d) Objj
(e) Obji color histograms (f)Objj color histograms
Fig. 18. (a) and (b) are two image taken from an outdoor and an indoor camera, respectively. The detected objects are presented in (c)
and (d). (e) and (f) represents RGB-Channel histograms for Obji and Objj. Top row in (e) and (f) represents the histogram obtained from
camera A while the bottom row of (e) and (f) represents histogram of the corresponding objects in camera B, respectively.
in/out of a building. Figure 18(a) and Figure 18(b) display an image from the sequence and the extracted
objects, Obji and Objj, are shown in Figure 18(c) and Figure 18(d). The RGB-channel histogram for each
object is shown in Figure 18(e) and Figure 18(f). Appearance-based methods fail whenever there is a drastic
lighting or illuminations change within a single camera or across multiple cameras, as demonstrated in
Figure 18. A single object is represented by a different color histograms under different lighting conditions.
We propose to use geometric soft biometrics to augment soft biometrics based on color [46] or gait
characteristics [47]. One example of a geometric soft biometrics is the height of a person or the dimension
of an object (e.g. a car), which can be easily computed once the cameras are calibrated. The goal is that
instead of relying only on appearance or motion based features, we should also use the extracted metric
information of each tracked object. Lv et al. [32] present an easy and a practical approach to localize
head and foot positions. Using this estimate, we can compute the actual height of the object from the
calibrated cameras in our conﬁgured network [48]. For this future application, we have performed some
preliminary studies. Initial results indicate error for metric measurements to be as low as 3%.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have successfully demonstrated a novel approach to recover dynamic network conﬁguration. Each
camera, having a disjoint FoV, is assumed to undergo a general motion. Such a network could be, for
instance, deployed for surveillance applications comprising of both stationary PTZ cameras and cameras
mounted on roaming security or reconnaissance vehicles (e.g. [49]). Another application could be in an
urban battleﬁeld setting with soldiers carrying head mounted cameras.
Our contribution includes (i) a global linear solution to self-calibrate each camera in the dynamic
network using only the fundamental matrix, (ii) computing the relative orientation between N cameras
using only vertical vanishing point, (iii) calculating the H1
i;j for non-overlapping cameras and using it
to obtain absolute rotation of each camera with respect to a common world coordinate system without
overlapping FoV, (iv) an application to conﬁgure a MR environment along with detailed results, and
(v) initial analysis of how we can solve the hand-over problem by using geometric soft-biometrics.
We have successfully demonstrated the proposed method on several sequences and discussed possible
degenerate conﬁgurations. The proposed camera self-calibration and network calibration technique is tested
on synthetic as well as on real data. Encouraging results indicate the applicability of the proposed system.SUBMITTED TO IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SYSTEMS, MAN, AND CYBERNETICS, PART B: CYBERNETICS 19
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